The temperature is the measurement in degrees of how hot or cold a thing or a place.
The temperature of the atmosphere is not same across the Earth. It varies in spatial
and temporal dimensions.
The temperature of a place depends largely on the insolation received by that place.
The interaction of insolation with the atmosphere and the earth’s surface creates
heat which is measured in terms of temperature.

Many factors determine the temperature
The latitude of the place
The altitude of the place
Distance from the Sea
Ocean Currents
Air-mass circulation
Slope and Shelter
Nature of ground surface

Introduction

Factor that determine Temperature

Temperature

The altitude of the place

The atmosphere is largely heated indirectly by re-radiated terrestrial radiation
from the earth’s surface.
Therefore, the lower layers of the atmosphere are comparatively warmer
than the upper layers, even in the same latitudes.
The temperature generally decreases with increasing height.
The rate of decrease of temperature with height is termed as the normal lapse rate.

The latitude of the place

Intensity of insolation depends on the latitude. The amount of insolation depends on
the inclination of sun rays, which is further depends upon the latitude of the place.
At the equator sun’s rays fall directly overhead throughout the year.
Away from the equator towards poles, the inclination of the Sun’s rays increases.
If other things remain the same, the temperature of air goes on decreasing from the equator
toward poles.

The land surface is heated at a faster rate than the water surface. Thus the

The effect of warm ocean currents and the cold ocean currents is limited to the adjoining

temperature of the air over land and water surfaces is not the same at a given time.
The coastal areas experience the sea breezes during the daytime and the land breezes

coastal areas.
The warm ocean currents flow along the eastern coast of tropical and sub-tropical

during the night time. This has a moderating influence on the temperature of the coastal areas.
The daily range of temperature is less near the coastal area and it increases with increase in
distance from the sea coast.

regions and western coast of higher latitudes.
On the other hand, cold ocean currents flow along the eastern coast of higher
latitude and along the western coast of tropical and sub-tropical areas.

Distance from the Sea

Ocean Currents

Temperature

Air-mass circulation

Air masses in form of winds helps in the redistribution of temperature.
The places, which come under the influence of warm air-masses experience higher
temperature and the places that come under the influence of cold air masses experience
low temperature.
The effect of these winds is, however, limited to the period during which they blow.
Sometimes, local winds can cause sudden change in temperature.

Slope and Shelter

Slopes of a mountain facing the Sun experiences high temperature than the
slopes on the leeward side due to more insolation.
A steep slope experiences a more rapid change in temperature than a gentle one.
The mountain ranges at certain places stop the cold winds and prevent the temperature
from going down.

The nature of surface in terms of colour, vegetation, soil, land use, snow cover etc. affects the temperature of a place.
In the tropical and subtropical deserts, the sandy surface record high temperature because they absorb most of the solar radiations.
Snow has very high albedo and thus, reflects much of the insolation without absorption.
Thick vegetation cuts off much of the in-coming insolation and in many places sunlight never reaches the ground.
Light soils reflect more heat than darker soils. Dry soils like sands are very sensitive to temperature changes, whereas wet soils, like clay retain much
moisture and warm up more slowly.

Nature of ground surface

Temperature

Temperature Anomaly

The difference between the mean temperature of any place and the mean
temperature of its parallels is known as temperature anomaly.
Lines joining the places of equal temperature anomaly are known as Isothermal anomaly lines.
Temperature anomaly could be positive or negative.
Due to uneven distribution of land and water the maximum temperature anomalies are found in
the Northern Hemisphere and minimum in the Southern Hemisphere.

Temperature Inversion

Temperature decreases with increase in altitude. Against this normal rule
Sometimes, instead of decreasing, temperature may rise with the
height gained. The cooler air is nearer the earth and the warmer air is aloft.
This rise of temperature with height is known as Temperature inversion.
Temperature inversion takes place under certain specific conditions, like long
winter night, Cloudless clear sky, Dry air, Calm atmosphere, Ice covered surface

